### One Page Scoring Summary

#### Heading Information
- **Date:** 05/27/15
- **Court:** R1
- **Time:** 09:05

#### Match Information
- **Team:** COBRAS OF EMERALD CITY vs EAGLES OF NEVERLAND
- **Category:** Adult
- **Level:** Junior

#### Set Results
- **Set 1:** COBRAS 10, EAGLES 1
- **Set 2:** COBRAS 11, EAGLES 1
- **Set 3:** COBRAS 17, EAGLES 10

#### Scoring
- **Points at Chg.:**
- **T-BARs:** Only draw T-Bars on the two Points columns on the right.

#### Time-outs
- **Time-outs Until court change, record on both far left and right.
- **Points Column:** After court switch, far left Points column is no longer used.

#### Court Change, team on far left scores 8 on opponent’s serve
1. Record 8 in far left Points column.
2. Record Points at Chg.
3. Copy Exit Score from previous Service Round to far right.
4. Continue on far right.

#### Court Change - Team On Far Left Scores Point 8 On Opponent’s Serve
- **Substitutions:**
  - Set 1: X2, Z3, 1, 4, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12
  - Set 2: X2, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12
  - Set 3: X2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12

#### Game Instructions
- **IMPROPER REQUEST SANCTIONS REMARKS:** Copy improper requests, all sanctions and remarks from previous sets. Copy only those remarks required to administer this set.
- **Start time:** When 1st Referee beckons for 1st serve. Use International time HH:MM.
- **Libero Serving:** Draw triangle on both far left and right.
- **Points Column:** Record points only on left until the court change.
- **Substitutions:** Record on both far left and right.
- **Delay Warning:** When last play is whistled dead, enter End Time using International Time HH:MM.

#### Signature Section
- **Winning Team:** COBRAS
- **Losing Team:** EAGLES
- **Scorekeeper:** Jane Doe
- **Match Winner:** COBRAS

#### Scoring Rules
- **After the Coin Toss:**
- **During Play:** Shaded Areas May use pencil after first serve is contacted.
- **When Play begins:**

#### Official Scoring Sheet
- **Court Change - Team On Far Left Serves Point 8**
- **Court Change - Team On Far Left Scores Point 8 On Opponent’s Serve**
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